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Off The 
Blocks 

March 2015 
 

   

ROW NOT ONLY PRODUCES GREAT SWIMMERS, WE DEVELOP GREAT PEOPLE!  DIVE ON IN! 

ROW is on its way to becoming 
one of the best teams in Canada. 
We are not currently one of them 
according to any statistics. Our 
long term plans, our strategic 
planning and our coaching staff 
are going to get us there. This is 
not a bad thing to say. 
Acknowledging where you are in 
a goal setting process is never a 
negative thing.  Having ambition, 
acknowledging where you are and 
being good at something are not 
bad things; but for some reason 
they are recognized as negative 
attributes or taboo. I see this all 
the time with Ontario Swimmers 
(even some of the high 
performance ones) who deny that 
they're good at something or get 
sarcastic about it ("Ya, I'm really 
good," or "Ya, I'm going to work 
really hard on that").  

I'm not sure if this is a 
generational thing or politeness 
gone too far; but it’s there. A lot 
of teenage kids are afraid of 
being recognized as "trying hard" 
or "confident”. Some ROW 
swimmers are afraid to seriously 
prepare themselves to race at 
major competitions because they 
are not as fast as others.  Are 
they too polite to treat 
themselves appropriately? Maybe 
they don't want to made fun of 
for their ambition.... but guess 
what; while we're busy denying 
our success, ambition and effort, 
Michael Phelps has a video game 
celebrating his.  

Please do not confuse what I am 
saying; being a poor sport, or 
rubbing someone's face in your 
success is not okay either. But 
simply acknowledging your 
success is not wrong. 

Acknowledging that you want 
something that you work at for 
several hours/week is not wrong. 
Wanting to be better than you 
currently are is not wrong. 

I think it's my duty to say this as 
the leader of our club:  

IT’S ALRIGHT TO BE GOOD AT 
SOMETHING.  

IT’S ALRIGHT TO WANT TO BE 
GOOD AT SOMETHING. 

IT’S ALRIGHT TO BE FAST. 

IT’S ALRIGHT TO BEAT PEOPLE. 

IT’S ALRIGHT TO GET BEAT EVEN 
THOUGH YOU TRIED YOUR BEST. 

IT’S ALRIGHT TO WORK HARD. 

IT’S ALRIGHT TO LOOK 
DIFFERENT THAN OTHER PEOPLE 
BY TRYING. 

Head Coaches Report 
by Mike Thompson 
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IT’S NOT ALRIGHT TO MAKE 
SOMEONE FEEL UNEASY ABOUT 
WHAT THEY CAN DO. 

Don't hold yourself back because 
you're afraid your success is going 
to be uncool or lesser than 
someone else’s success. Don't 
hold everyone else back around 
you because you're embarrassed 
about your aspirations. Don't get 
angry when someone around does 
something fantastic! Success 
breeds success. It's your 
responsibility to accept success 
and push its limits.  

 

It’s alright to want to be good! 

It’s alright to be fast! 

It’s alright to try your best at 
both of these things! 

 

ROW is working very hard on 
becoming self-sufficient and 
educating its existing staff. I was 
able to run an NCCP level 1 
course during March Break for 
some of our younger coaches so 
that we can utilize them more 
effectively and enhance their 
skill set. I am also sending Matt, 
Warren and AJ to Ottawa in April 
to begin their Level II training. I 
want to make sure that the 
coaching staff we have is able to 
develop and learn and to provide 
them with the opportunities they 
need to help us get better.  

Along these lines, I am also 
planning a few education sessions 
regarding fee breakdowns, club 
make-up, FAQs and Swimming 
Sport General info for April to 

 

 

 

 

help enhance parental 
understanding of our sport 
and our club. I feel that much 
of what we are trying to do 
with ROW relies on equal 
understanding from our 
coaching staff and our 
parents.  

Above all, it is important to 
acknowledge that we are 
building something great. Our 
club is decent right now. It is 
not ranked the same as it was 
25 years ago. We do not want 
to just get back to being that 
club, we want to be better. It 
is not easy to be one of the 
best clubs in Canada, so we 
have a large tasks ahead of 
us. We need to acknowledge 
our aspiration and accept that 
it is okay to want to be 
better. 

Mike Thompson 

Head Coach ROW/WLU 
Swimming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head Coach’s Report, continued 

 

 

 
By: Mike Thompson 

 

Swimmers of the 
Month 

 

Senior 1: 

Lauren Shearer 

Senior 2: 

Nicholas Fauteux 

Athletic Swim: 

Hugh MacFarlane  

Gold: 

Jose Santoyo  

Silver: 

Hannah Cressman 

Steel: 

Anuva Pal 

Bronze: 

Hannah Gallagher 

TOP 1: 

Robert Mercu 

TOP 2: 

Bronwyn Lindsay 

Stars: 

Kai Slidders 
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Hi Everyone, 

Let me start by saying that this past 

month has been an outstanding one. 
I’ve seen every swimmer I coach 
push themselves to swim faster and 
smarter in practice, and not only 

that they are extremely supportive 
of each other in accomplishing goal 
times and making corrections. It 
makes me so proud when I have a 

swimmer go a best time in practice, 
and not only know they went a best 
time, but to have their teammates 

know they accomplished their goal. 
It is an extremely supportive group 
on pool deck, and it’s amazing to 
see. 

This month has been a great month 
for technical review with bronze, 
and a great time to remember why 
technique is so important. Following 

the viewing of the Touch the Wall 
documentary many swimmers came 
to practice ready to swim with the 
long term goal of being an Olympian. 

This is an amazing goal, and bronze 
took the time to talk about what 
goes into being an Olympian, and 
after this talk I saw an amazing 

change in the pool. Swimmers are 
now swimming with a purpose, and 
they know that for the long term 
gain they have to swim as 

technically well as they can. After 
the documentary I also saw a change 
in the intensity of our sprinting. As 
many of you know Bronze and 

Athletic swim do a lot of technical 
focus combined with short distance 
sprint training (small amounts for 
bronze, larger amounts for athletic). 

During their sprint sets their goal is 
to swim fast while focusing on one 
specific correction they have been 
working on during technique 

sessions. This could be as simple as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

maintaining their body position 
during their sprint. In the past 
month I have seen swimmers 
hitting the wall harder, swimming 

best times in practice and fighting 
to the last meter no matter how 
tired. These may not seem like 
huge accomplishments, but when 

you combine technique with a 
desire to win, we are in for some 
exciting swimming. 

In a few weeks we will have our 

first long course meet and I 
cannot wait to see what we can 
do in the pool. As you can see 
from our even list we have a ton 

of meets coming up, and every 
meet we attend before May 12th is 
an opportunity to make regionals. 
So try to attend as many as you 

can, and make as many practices 
as you can. Keep in mind when 
you miss one practice a week you 
are missing 25% of your workouts. 

I know that each of my swimmers 
has the potential to make 
regionals, we just have to 
remember to swim smart and 

with a purpose. 

To all of my fantastic and 
talented swimmers keep up the 
amazing work, you all make me 

very proud. 

 

Kaitlyn Mains 

Bronze/Athletic Swim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronze & Athletic Swim 
By: Kaitlyn Mains 

 

 

 
By: Mike Thompson 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

 

March 28, Swim-A-Thon 

 

April 1-4 Pan Am Trials 

 

April 11/12, Spring Turbo 
Charge 

 

April 18, Evening in 
Brantford 

 

April 18, Dorado Stars 

Invitational 

 

April 26, GMAC Skills & 
Thrills 

 

May 2-3, May Money Meet 

 

May 8-10, TOP Cup 

 

May 23/24, Taking up the 
Slack 

 

May 28-31, AGI 
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This month has been the start of a new cycle in training. We will be ramping 

up the mileage to increase our endurance. While making sure your 
swimmers technique is looking great. We recently did a full day of 
technique correction in breaststroke. The swimmers learned a lot of new 
drills, and some swimmers finally learned how to actually swim 

breaststroke. These skills will continue to develop as we move along in the 
session.  

The Amanda Reason meet has been cancelled as we will be focusing more 
on training, and racing at home. The coaching staff will be adding a new 

meet to the list. Once we decide on a meet we will inform gold and silver 
through email. Pan Am Games Trials will be coming up soon in Toronto. So 
make sure to get your tickets, and watch the fastest people in our 
country/world perform. This will be a great opportunity to see how these 

swimmers conduct themselves behind the blocks, and how fast they swim 
with proper technique.  

Look forward to a great summer of training!! 

  

Hello Parents, 

This coming month is about to get incredibly busy for all groups with the 
start of a new session, swim meets and group changes.  Here is a list of 
important dates to keep in mind: 

 

April 9th - First day of Stars Session #3 

April 11th,12th - Spring Turbo Charge @Wilfred Laurier University - Steel 

April 18th - ROW Series Meet #3 @Wilfred Laurier University - TOPs and 
Stars 

April 18th - Evening in Brantford @Wayne Gretzky Aquatic Centre in 
Brantford - Steel 

April 26th - GMAC Skills and Thrills in Guelph - TOPs 

 

As mentioned above we will be starting our final session of the year for 
our Stars program which has received significant boost in interest.  We 
have had close to 20 assessments for potential new candidates and are 
continually receiving more.  If you are interested in joining the final 
Stars session please contact us at assessment@rowswimming.ca. 

 

 

 

 

 

Gold & Silver 
by  Warren Barnes 

 
 

ROW Birthdays 

 

Amy Xie 

Nicholas Fauteux 

Lynn Dakhqan 

Sunny Xu 

Victoria Chai 

David Eshak 

Mackenzie Goodwin 

Ava Tracy-Bacon 

Jessica Shushack 

Sam Piperakis 

Michael Li 

Alan Stas 

Aidan Elliot 

Cameron McCuaig 

Kai Slidders 

Steel, TOPs & Stars 
by  Alexander Johnson 
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Our first annual officiating clinics session, which took place at Conestoga College on Saturday, March 7th, was quite success ful.  
The clinics had about 60 people in attendance of which approximately a dozen were from ROW.  Thank you very much to our 

ROW parents who took the time to take part in these clinics and educate themselves so they will now be able to help in varied 

capacities at upcoming meets. We look forward to having you utilize your acquired skills at a number of meets ROW will be 
hosting in the next number of months.  

ROW will be hosting a number of meets in April, May, and June.  The Spring Turbo Charge meet will take place on April 11th & 

12, Bennett Capital May Money Meet on May 2nd & 3rd, and the Taking Up The Slack meet on May 23rd & 24th.   As well, ROW 
will be hosting our largest swim meet to date.  On June 13th and 14th, ROW will be hosting the 12 & Under WOSA Long Course 

Regional Championship.  

Meet Management will send out parent assignments for each of these meets, so keep an eye out for your assignment related to 
each meet. 

Did you know? 

In a freestyle event, after the start, a swimmer may stop to adjust their goggles at any time. 

In a backstroke event, after the start, a swimmer may stop to adjust their goggles at any time as long as they remain on their back. 

In a breaststroke or butterfly events, after the start, a swimmer shall not stop to adjust their goggles.  

In the breaststroke and butterfly events, it is possible for a swimmer to stop and adjust their goggles.  Do you know when and where 
they can do this legally? 

If you’re not sure, check with your coach to make certain you have the correct information.  

 

The Food Services Committee now consists of Natalie Tehrani, Brenda Martin, and Lynda Wormald who recently joined this 

committee.  The committee has been hard at work in the planning stages for each of the coming meets.  Natalie will send out a  

message before each meet asking for food items through www.perfectpotluck.com.  As well, please review the dates of each of 
the coming meets as listed on both our website as well as the preceding section on Meet Management in this newsletter and 

consider offering your time to help with food services.  If you would like to sign up for this committee, please send an e-mail to 
directoratlarge@rowswimming.ca and you will be put in contact with Natalie to determine where your help on this committee is 

needed. 

 

The Board has identified a number of individuals we would like to recognize as outstanding volunteers who help with various 

events within our club.  A special thank you goes out to a number of the volunteers listed below. On Meet Management, we 

would like to say a special thank you to Tam Nguyen and his team consisting of Tina Dietrich, Connie Hayward, Tina Lorentz, and 
Angus Cunningham who has helped our club for quite a number of years.  We appreciate all the work you do in preparing and 

officiating at all our hosted meets as well as the numerous other tasks you do which helps our club.  Thank you also, Tam, for 

organizing the recent officiating clinics mentioned in the Meet Management section of this newsletter. 

In Food Services, we would like to say how grateful we are to Natalie Tehrani for all your efforts in organizing and manning our 

food services at all our ROW meets.  Your efforts are greatly appreciated. 

On the Swim-a-thon Committee, thank you goes to Connie Hayward for organizing this event.   Many thanks for a ll you’ve done 
leading up to this event. 

Regarding the Touch the Wall movie event, a special shout-out goes to Lynda Wormald for organizing and selecting this well 

received and inspiring film.  Thank you to all our ROW members who attended this movie event.  ROW was able to break even on 
this event due to the on-line sale of tickets to individuals outside the Club. 

Meet Management 

 

Food Services 

 

Volunteer Recognition  
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Swim-a-thon is just around the corner.  Have you set up your profile and started contacting friends, family members, and 
colleagues to get pledges? 

Our goal is to raise $15,000 to go toward a record board as well as swimmer and coaching equipment.  Keep an eye on the 
thermometer on deck to check our progress toward our goal.   

There are a number of prizes available to be won.  Prizes will be awarded as follows: 

First prize - $250 Future Shop gift card 

Second prize – two passes to Canada’s Wonderland valued at $130 

Third prize – two movie passes each for four people valued at $80 

Other prizes can be won by lottery.  Some of the prizes available include a Ziggy’s Cycle $150 gift card, a Canadian Tire 
BYO Bed ($150 value) which would be great for sleepovers,   Team Aquatic Supplies Speedo bag, Speedo deluxe mesh bag 

and towel, and Team Aquatic Supplies water bottle (combined value of $110), along with a few toys available for the 
younger swimmers.  An update on the prizes and prize structure will be available shortly. 

 

Watch for a communication via Team Unify for an update on the Swim-a-thon progress and details.  

 

History of the Fund: 

Member of the Region of Waterloo Swim Club have access to a Subsidy program that supports High Performance 
Swimming.  The fund was derived from some major fundraisers in 2007/2008.   The Board at the time raised about 
$60,000, to be set aside in an account for High Performance Subsidy.  One event was the Hall of Fame Dinner.  We 

inducted Olympians Victor Davis, Mike West and Cliff Barry, their coach, in to the ROW Hall of Fame.  The second event 
was to celebrate our Olympic hopeful, Keith Beavers, going to 2008 Beijing Olympics.  The success of these events was due 
to our membership, our head Coach Dean Boles, as well as the people that arranged them.  This paved the way to allow 
future families of ROW the benefit of the Subsidy.  It continues to be supported by our budget, voted by the Board yearly, 

to continue to replenish this fund with $5000 per year.  This will keep the fund available for future and current High 
Performers. Congratulations to all of the swimmers, past and present, who have had access to this Subsidy.  

Details of the Fund:  

Purpose: 

 

The purpose of the Fund is to relieve the financial burden of National and International level competitions by providing 
subsidies for high performance competitions to family/swimmer accounts. The Fund will subsidize the cost of Entry Fees 
to Championship Meets and award Performance awards for designated High Performance meets as outlined. 

Definition of High Performance Meets:  

High Performance Meets include (but are not limited to) Canadian Age Group Championships, Eastern Canadian Open, 
Ontario Junior International, Mel Zajac Invitational, Canada Cup Meets, International Tour Teams and Junior Teams, All 
International Trial Meets & Senior National Championships. This also includes Para initiatives (Can-Ams & Para selection 
meets).  

 

 

Swim-A-Thon 

ROW’s High Performance Policy 
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Terms of Reference & Conditions: 

 

1. A review committee will be established to review subsidy allocation, fund rules and policies on an annual basis. 

2. Qualification and Attendance at the designated meet(s) is required for the subsidy. 
3. The review committee will determine the designated meets for the swim year. 
4. Subsidy will be drawn from an account designated for the purposes of Making Dreams Possible. 
5. A major fund-raising event will be undertaken each year to ensure the sustainability of this program. 

6. All designated meets apply for the subsidy to specified family/swimmer account of members in good standing. 
7. Subsidy amounts to be tallied and applied to accounts in April and August. 

 

Budget recommendation  

 

Budget recommendation for yearly HPF Funding Amount: $5,000.00  

- To be reviewed and approved each year by ROW Board of Directors during budget vote in May 

Entry Fee Subsidy and Designated Meets 

 

Designated Meet Entry Fee Subsidy 

Provincial SC Age Group Championships – SC 100% of Splash Fee to a max of $75.00 

Ontario Provincial Championships – LC 100% of Splash Fee 

Speedo Eastern Championships 100% of Splash Fee 

Canada Cup 100% of Splash Fee 

Can-Am Para Swimming Championships 100% of Splash Fee 

Canadian Age Group Championships (AGN) – LC 100% of Splash Fee 

National Championships (Sr. Nationals) – LC 100% of Splash Fee 

 

*Designated meets and subsidy amount to be reviewed and approved each year by ROW Board of Directors 

* ROW travel away meet fee is still applicable 

National Level Qualifying Bonus: (NEW) 

 

Designated Meet Qualification Bonus 

Canadian Age Group Championships (AGN) – LC $200 

National Championships (Sr. Nationals) – LC $400 

 

*$200 to be awarded as a swimmer credit per year for qualifying for AGN and $400 for Sr. Nationals. 

*Attendance is required at the qualified meet to receive the bonus. 

*Maximum qualifying award per swim season is $800 / swimmer. 

*Value is approximately based on a shared hotel room 50% of cost 
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National Level Performance Bonus: (NEW) 
 

Designated Meet Performance Bonus 

Canadian Age Group Championships (AGN) – LC 

 A Finals 

 Addition for Bronze Medal 

 Addition for Silver Medal 

 Addition for Gold Medal 

  

Maximum per Year / Swimmer 

 

$100 

$50 

$75 

$100 

 

$500 

National Championships (Sr. Nationals) – LC 

 B Finals 

 A Finals 

 Addition for Bronze Medal 

 Addition for Silver Medal 

 Addition for Gold Medal 
 

Maximum per Year / Swimmer 

 

$100 

$250 

$100 

$150 

$250 

$1000 

 

Example: Gold Medal AGN Finalist would get $100+$100=$200 Performance Bonus 

 

Coaching Travel Costs 
 

The High Performance Fund shall be utilized to assist in the funding of all Coach travel expenses for National Level 

designated meets to 50% funding level.  The remaining 50% should funded from the general coaching travel expense 
allocation. 

High Performance Team Selection: 

The High Performance Fund shall be utilized to cover National Team, National Para Team and National Junior Team fees 

up to 50%. The remaining 50% should be covered by the athlete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


